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ABSTRACT

We consider the consequences of separation of spin and charge degrees of freedom in
2 + ID strongly correlated spin systems. Self-consistent spin and charge motions induced by
doping in sites of ground and dual lattices form such a spectrum of quasipaiticles which together
with the dispersionless character of the collective excitation spectrum and the chemical potential
pinning in the band centre yield the necessary behavior of charge and spin polarizability to support
the theory of marginal liquid formulated by CM. Varma et al. (Phys. Rev. Lett. 63,1996 (1989)).
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1. Introduction

The isomorphism of interacting and free fermion systems has always been
of considerable interest. According to Luttinger [1] in one-dimensional sys-
tems the Landau picture of Fermi-liquid can be violated. B. Altshuler and
A. Aronqv [2] have discovered that even in a three-dimensional case damp-
ing of particles differs from that in the Landau theory of Fermi-liquid. The
problems of the ground state structure and the low-lying excitation prop-
erties are especially urgent in 2 + ID strongly correlated spin systems.
P.W.Anderson [3] paid attention to the fact that in layered compounds with
a high-temperature superconducting transition, the ground state in the nor-
mal phase can be similar to the ground state in the Luttinger liquid. A
detailed phenomenological analysis of the normal state properties in Cu — O
systems, carried out by C. M. Varma et al. [4] , has demonstrated that in
such 2 + ID systems the marginal fluid state is realized. This term means
that quasiparticles with energies close to the position of the chemical poten-
tial have infinite lifetime, while the quasiparticle weight in the single-particle
Green function becomes zero for all these energies according to the logarith-
mic law. This can occur if multiparticle correlations in the medium of well
determined quasiparticles are essential.

Let us remind the assumptions of [4] which have changed radically the ex-
citation properties. The hypothesis of [4] is based on specific behavior of the
imaginary part JmP(q ,u ) of the charge and spin polarizability P(q,w).
In particular, (i) it has been assumed in R.ef.(4) that both the spin and charge
polarizabilities ImP(<\,*>) being Die functions of their variables at temper-
atures higher than T behave in the same way. This can be considered as an
indication [3] to separation of spin and charge degrees of freedom between
different types of quasiparticles with equal contributions of the Utters to the
corresponding function Im P(q,w). (ii) It is essential that the polarizability
of Im P (q, u) was assumed to be independent of the wave number q . This
means, on the one hand, that the contribution to polarizability is additive
and the contribution to the states does not depend on the state location in the
Brillouin zone, i.e the whole Brillouin zone "operates". On the other hand,
this indicates the existence of dispersionless collective excitation with finite
gap in the long-wave limit. The latter means that we deal with a rigid state,
(iii) A special dependence of tlie polarizability lmP(6,w) ~ tanh(u;/4T)
has also been assumed which reflects the peculiarites of the quasiparticle
spectrum.



In the present paper employing the gauge theory of strong spin correla-

tions we point to the source of marginal behavior of Luttinger liquid and prove

the validity of assumptions of Refs.[4|. We give arguments for the fact that in

the picture of marginal liquid the ground state of the normal phase is the set

of points in the momentum spate, while the filling factor is equal to one half.

A space distribution of three-particle ciHTelations proves to be essential here.

The space distribution of elementary cells with three-particle correlations are

random in the normal state. On the other hand, the low-temperature super-

conduction phase has ordered "crystal" cells with a three-particle quantum

spin "chaos". The transition from the superconducting state into the normal

one is accompanied by the propagation of a, quantum chaos from one cell

to the whole space and corresponds to the transition into the confinement

phase of spin-wave excitation sources. The formation of this rigid coherent

system of quantum braids manifests itself in the character of the spectrum

of quasiparlide collective motions. It has a finite gap in the long-wave limit

and is almost dispersionless.

Our paper is organized as follows. In the second section we give some

points from the theory of strong spin correlations. In section 3 using the

method of the previous section we describe properties of high-temperature

(normal) and low temperature (superconducting) phases and give some ar-

guments for validity of the main assumption made by C. M. Varma et al.

[•1]. Section 4 deals with some theoretical and experimental sequences of the

picture suggested,

2. Strong spin correlations

It IN convenient to start, the discussion with I.-J model which is popular in

the theory of strong spin correlations and represent the Hamiltorsian as:

/i.e.) (S.S; - in.iij)

where ulr, = c, a(l - n,), n, = E,c+<::,„, S = \c*aaapCig, a is the Pauli

matrix, a, fi are spin indices, and i,j are indices of a two-dimensional lattice

sites. We assume that doping is nonzero but so small (((1 — n) <C J) that

the first term in (1) can be neglected. We write down the second term in (1)

in the mean field approximation as K Hamiltonian of the Hofstadter model

hi = - / £ < u > (exp arfl ) ciacta (2)

In expression (2) the gauge potential a parametrizes the phase of the ampli-

tude of a hup from s site to the j one and "compares" the spin orientation

in the initial and finite states.

Now we consider in detail one of possible state classifka- tions arid the

quasiparticle spectrum character determined by the Hamiltonian (2). For

this purpose we present some pictures to illustrate the distribution of spin

and charge degrees of freedom over a two-dimensional lattice. The formation

of a charged defect of a spin texture in the initial antiferromagnetic state is

shown in Fig.l. The state of noncollinear orientation of spins produced by

doping can be described in terms of the vacuum mean value:

< S, [ x S3 (3)

Assuming that the mean value is nonzero, we take into account three-particle

spin correlations inside one plaquette and multi- particle correlations between

other plaquettes arranged similarly to expression (3). The nonzero chiral

mean value (3) is equivalent [7,8] to the nonzero gauge magnetic field flux

for a. plaquette

<t = j a d l = I ' / Q (4)

The set of units is chosen so that the elementary flux <£ = hcjc — 1 . In

Eq.(4) the fluxis parametrized by the ratio of mutually simple numbers P

and Q . As follows from the solution of the Hofstadter problem these numbers

will define the structure of the energy spectrum of the model (2). Now we

pay attention to possibleslates with various space distribution of fluxes of

the statistic magnetic field (spin degrees of freedom) and, thus, supporting

or nonsupporting distributions of spiii-lrec charged lattice sites. Examples

of such crystal distributions of fluxes for the cases 4> = 1/2, 4> — 1/4 and

the mixed state including ordered and random distributions of fluxes and a

chaotic one are shown in Figs. 2 (a-f). If we lake the viewpoint making us

describe the space and time evolution of spin and charge degrees of freedom,

we have a complicated set of knotted world lines of both the particles inside

the plaquette in the crystal phase and in various plaquettes in the chaotic

state (see Fig. 3b). In this case we might have a possibility to classify the

states in accordance with the representations of the braid group. An effici-

ent and less detailed description in terms of flux distributions corresponds to

the use of a group of coholonomies. Topological quantum numbers P and

Q are the numbers classifying the corresponding representations of these

groups. In the theory of strong spin 2 + ID correlations besides the lattice

description (l)-(3) we have a longwave-range approximation in which the

La.grangian system contains a Chern-Siinons term:

I = JL
k

Ann (5)



In expression (5) g is the coupling constant, /MJ, is the gauge field, the
potential a^ in expression (5) shows the deviation from the mean back-
ground value, the Hall conductivity aIy takes into account the contribution
of charged "holes" into the "total" coefficient before the Chern-Simons term;
& = k/iirn is the vacuum angle, k and n are integers, and «""* is the
antisymmetric Levi-Chevitta unitary tensor. For simplicity we consider here
the U(l} Chern-Simons term. Models (2) and (5) are related by means of
the gauge background potential The fact is that the Chern-Simons term ex-
pressed through it and present in the complete Lagrangian of the system
yields [9] the Hamiltonian of the particle moving in the field of this poten-
tial. The difference from the classical Hofstadter model in which the gauge
potential uu and the corresponding flux are external parameters, is that in
anyon systems (5) there are states when the gauge field flux is rigidly con-
nected with the number N of spin-free sites in the lattice. This constrain
has the form

* = ~ N. (6)

Before discussing the spectrum let us pay attention to the separation
of charge and spin degrees of freedom, which exists in 2 + 1-D systems
with strong spin correlations. This distribution of quantum numbers among
various types of <juasi-particles manifests itself in the factorization of the
fermion operator

The transformation law for the terms in (7) at permutation of particles

Xi — *:• = *,• e-" ( l- l'*», (8)

*.» — 4«" ' T / i . (9)

reflects fractional statistics of excitations in 2 + \D systems and depends
on the k coefficient in the Chern-Sinions term. In the case k = 2 charge
and spin degrees of freedom are represented equally and their states are
characterized by the coinciding spectrum of quasi particles in the Hofstadter
problem. From the viewpoint of a lattice gauge theory (see Fig.2) for k = 2
the filling faclor is equal to one half, while spin and charge degrees of freedom
are distributed over various adjacent elementary cells of the lattice.

Now we present the necessary data on the Hoffstadter particle spec-
trum. As shown in Refs. [10-12] the spectrum depends on the flux value

$ = P/Q. Its character is determined, in particular, by the denominator
evenness. However for even and odd values Q the dispersion equation de-
pends on the squared energy e1 , which means a relativistic character of its
dispersion dependences. This is the consequence of a hidden supersymmetry
of the problem on the spectrum of the particle located at the two-dimensional
lattice in the magnetic field [13].

'In our case of an even lattice [14-16] the denominator Q is even! This
means that for t = 0 two subbands touch each other so that the density of
the states is N(t) ~ t and in the Brillouin band there are Q points with
conical dispersion close to them. For example, when distributing the fluxes
shown in Fig.2a ($ = 1/2) the spectrum has the form [13]

kx (10)

with some gaps A^ and & = const|k — ko | , while the density of states for
this case and for $ = 1/4 are shown in Figs.4a,b.

A key question is the location of the chemical potential [5], Three variants
are possible. If fi is in the Hoffstadter gap, we deal with a semiconductor
situation. If fi is located in one of the bands, we have a metal state similar
to the ordinary Fermi liquid. In the case ft = 0, i.e. when p is in the
centre of the "lower" band, the Fermi surface is degenerated into the set of
Q points. In the next section we shall give arguments proving that in the
normal phase we have the latter case.

3. The mechanism for marginal liquid forma-
tion

The problem of fi location is closely connected with the form of the collec-
tive excitation spectrum and with the character of the statistical magnetic
field flux distribution, i.e. with the distribution of multispin correlations
over the lattice. In fact, if the Gauss law (6) is fulfilled the coefficient before
the Chern-Simons term is zero. This means that in the collective excitation
spectrum there is a mode with a linear dispersion [18]. Its existence in the
low-temperature superconducting phase testifies to the fact that the distribu-
tion of statistical magnetic field fluxes is a crystal one (see Fig.2a-d). These
phases can be considered as ordered states made of superplaquettes with
internal quantum spin chaos. Fulfilment of the condition (6) in this state

T



results in commutation of magnetic translation operators [9], The appear-

ance of the (loldstone mode in the low-temperature phase reflects restoration

of the broken symmetry of the high-temperature normal phase in which the

operators of the magnetic translations have not commutated. Therefore the

transition to the high temperature phase where the commutator of magnetic

translation operators is nonzero, means that we deal with the state with

chaotic distribution of plaquettes with a quantum spin chaos inside them.

In the normal noiiHuperconducting phase the coefficient before the Chern-

Simons term is nonzero [19]. In this case a uispersionless collective mode [21]

with a finite gap in the long-wave limit occurs in the system. This collective

excitation is well known in the theory of Fractional Quantum Hall Effect and

is called a magnetoroton [21].

These features give grounds to assume that the high-temperature normal

phase in layered Cu - 0 systems is isoinorphic to the state of a quantum

liquid in I In: Fractional Quantum Hall Klfect. In both cases the distribution

of the statistical magnetic field is tin* (laussuili with the flux dispersion pro-

portional to the area inside an arbit imv closed loop. The behavior of the

mean value of ilic Wilson operator in this slate corresponds to the law of

squares, i.e. to the taw of Coulomb charge confinement [22]. By the Coulomb

charge we mean here the source of spin-wave excitations in the Coulomb gas

model. A detailed description of phases and phase transitions in terms of the

Coulomb gas picture of vortices was discussed in Refs. [23,24].

The confinement phenomenon menus that we deal with a subsystem with

varying number of particles, in which the chemical potential position should

be det.jmined from the minimum condition yj = I 9 F / G W = 0 of free energy

/•'. lu the systems with nonconsci veil number of particles the equilibrium

condition yields the value fi — 0. This conclusion is in agreement with the

phenomruological picture [17] of the normal state of the anyon system.

Now we give additional arguments for the condition fi = 0 in the normal

stale using the conclusions [17] of the lattice gauge Chern-Simons theory. In

the state with one half filling factor and an odd coefficient n = 1 3, 5, . . . in

expression ('>) the total coellicient hefure the ('hern-Simons term is nonzero.

In this case the quantum number I' and the even number Q determine

the values of (luxes <t> = I1 j Q , tin1 io1.nl number of bands Q = 2k , the

number of filled bauds equal to k, n being equal to P. This means that

at all temperatures higher than the superconducting transition temperature

the chemical potential is zero!

We consider the energy conservation law for elementary processes of

absorption taking into account the above mentioned character of the one-

particle excitation spectrum and the position of the chemical potential at

the point f = 0. Let the initial state belongs to the region of filled states

close to one of the conical points with the energy e < 0, while the final

free state is in the energy range r > 0 . Then the energy conservation law

for the processes of absorption of the quantum E; + w = t/ and creation

of an excitation pair with energies c, — — t and tj = +1 and with the

relativistic dispersion dependence t of the type (10) yields t = uj2.

In the state with fi = 0 the distribution function of anyon excitations

has the form:

1 + j " 1 cxp[t/T)

Now we divert our attention from the exact expression for the statistical

weight g taking into account the degeneration of the ground state, and assume

that g = 1 . The conclusions remain qualitatively the same for g = \/2 at

k = 2, g = v 3 at k = 4 and for other values of the entropy S — In g of

the system of linked braids.

The difference between the distribution functions /(</) — / ( t i ) in the

imaginary part of the polarizability demonstrates the possibility of the tran-

sition. In our case taking into account the energy conservation law it equals

2 / ( E ) - 1 = - tanh(t/27') = - Ianh(j/-t7 ') . This behavior of absorp-

tion as a function of frequency and temperature served as a basis for the

hypothesis of marginal behavior [4] of a strongly correlated liquid.

4. Concluding remarks

Some experimental results are available now supporting the above viewpoint.

Let us pay attention to the key oners. The existence of a magnetoroton has

been proved experimentally [2G] under the conditions of the Quantum Hall

Effect in a quasi-three-dimensional system. This important experimental

result has in fact stimulated the accomplishment of the present paper, though

the main conclusions were made three years ago. The second experimental

proof of marginal behavior {of long-living cyclotron motions in the Luttinger

liquid) was measurement of temp- erature dependences of the Hall angle [27].

They provide addition- al experimental arguments for the P.W.Anderson's

[3-6] , C.M.Varma's et al. [ 4 ] approaches.



Up to now we discussed the normal state properties in high-temperature

superconductors. The width of the intermediate tempeaiure interval at tran-

sitiou into the supercondicthig stale in multilayer crystals is usually from

several tenths to several absolute degrees. However, as shown recently in

Ref. [28], in the case of several basic f'u - 0 layers this transitional re-

gion increases to several tens of degrees. Therefore we deal now not with

a state witli developed quantum fluctuations in the transitional region, but

with a new intermediate phase. At these temperatures the chemical potential

is depinned and the set of quantum numbers of excitations changes. This

Coulomb phase [22,23] with long-range gauge correlations is an "atomic"

phase of depaired Kosterliz-Thouless vortices with neutral electric and mag-

netic charges. When the chemical potential moves from the value /t = 0 to

/< < 0 and to its location in a gap in the superconducting state, the value of

tin' chemical potential in this phase is undetermined. That is in this case we

are Far off I.IIP ordinary metal state of the Fermi liquid. The microscopic ori-

gin of tliis unusual regime is dm- to ionfincini'iit of electric and/or magnetic

charges at various tempeirvtures and to formation of knots out of vortices.

Linkage of braids yield the final si at is] \c,\\ weight g and the final value of the

chemical potential )t = — V In tj. We suppose that detailed investigations

of the intermediate phase under the experimental conditions of existence of

several basic Cu — 0 layers [28] can ensure additional essential information

compared to Rels [3-6].
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